TAGLINES — THE CERULEAN DUKE
I do not pretend to be proficient in the
modus
operandi of the hanky-panky man.
A true scientist would not hesitate to
use his sense of taste.
My concern for nature only goes so far.
Condense your dissertation.
If only I could recall a pivotal fact.
The dispute is unworthy.
Who would question your authority?
A fine locale for a stabbing.
There are too many smells here.
Your verbiage here, I find
to be absolute jargon.

I suppose it is pointless to
complain of this outrage.

Be a good fellow and light
this cigar for me.
Have you misplaced your etiquette guide?
Perhaps I’m coming on a bit
stronger than would be tactful.
Call it what you like!
I can only say that we are making
progress in our investigation.

Let us review from the
beginning, without bafflement.

As Baron Bodissey once said,
“Let someone else look in the box.”
I dispute your credentials.
This would look lovely, from a distance.
Give me pseudo-lepidoptery
or give me death.

Circumstances force this
necessity upon us.
That would be a wonderful surprise.
We have already discounted
their emotions.

I submit to the sublimity
of your weaponry.
Others might call this squalid.
Is this your creature, and does it bite?

It is not torture; it is science.

The distinction is void.

My acts are motivated by idealism.

I can only advise vigilance.

Would you care for some candy?
I must think. Fetch me snails and wine!
Your humor eludes me.
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Somehow this all seems
a bit loose and untidy.
Let us have no more delay.
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Do not kill the bull
before the cow is fresh!
That is the effect we are trying to achieve.
You must alter the
public image you project.

I consider that interesting news.
Further interruption will
be harshly dealt with.
Let us be guided by whim.
It’s rather a disorganized
way of handling an operation.

We must learn to deal
impersonally with the topic.

What I have to say is important.

The passive tense was spoken in.

I think I must take my departure.

This tastes of arthropod.

I’m tired of being mystified.

I will heed your advice.
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